Modeling the diameter distribution of trees in forest stands is a common forestry task that supports key biologically and economically relevant management decisions. The choice of model used to represent the diameter distribution and how to estimate its parameters has received much attention in the forestry literature; however, accessible software that facilitates comprehensive comparison of the myriad modeling approaches is not available. To this end, we developed an R package called ForestFit that simplifies estimation of common probability distributions used to model tree diameter distributions, including the two-and three-parameter Weibull distributions, Johnson's SB distribution, BirnbaumSaunders distribution, and finite mixture distributions. Frequentist and Bayesian techniques are provided for individual tree diameter data, as well as grouped data. Additional functionality facilitates fitting growth curves to height-diameter data. The package also provides a set of functions for computing probability distributions and simulating random realizations from common finite mixture models.
Introduction
The diameter distribution of trees in a stand is a relatively simple measure used to inform forest management decisions that have both biological and economical relevance [1] . Determining models and associated parameter estimation techniques to characterize an entire stand's diameter distribution based upon a sample of trees has been an important topic in forestry over the last 50 years [12, 21] . Using an appropriate model to describe the diameter distribution enables an evaluation of the stand growth as well as potential estimates of stand volume. Numerous probability distributions have been proposed and used to model the diameter distribution, the most common including the two-parameter Weibull distribution, three-parameter Weibull distribution [1] , Johnson's SB (JSB) distribution [7] , and finite mixture distributions [37] . Forest biometricians have developed a suite of methods for estimating the parameters of these models, including simple methods such as the method of moments and method of percentiles [34] , maximum likelihood techniques [11] , and Bayesian methods [12] . Another important tree and stand characterization used by foresters is the diameter to height relationship. Because diameter is an inexpensive field measurement relative to acquiring tree height, the forestry literature is rich with models to predict height based on diameter [32] . Because of the extensive suite of techniques in the forestry literature to model diameter distributions and height-diameter relationships, there is a need for freely available software that facilitates streamlined model parameter estimation and comparison. To this end, we develop an open-source R package called ForestFit that provides a limited set of functions to fit a large variety of popular diameter distributions and height-diameter models. Importantly, the functions are designed to simplify comparison among models and parameter estimation techniques using a * Mahdi Teimouri teimouri@aut.ac.ir (M. Teimouri) ORCID(s): https://orcid.org/0000-0002-5371-9364 (M. Teimouri) variety of model fit criteria, without requiring an in-depth knowledge of the statistical techniques used in the estimation process.
In this paper, we describe the functionality of the ForestFit package and illustrate its features using the analysis of mixed ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) forest plots located in the Blue Mountains near Burns, Oregon, USA [17] .
ForestFit components
In this section we provide an overview of the features available in the ForestFit package along with relevant citations that provide a more rigorous statistical treatment.
Estimating parameters of the Weibull distribution
The Weibull distribution is perhaps the most conspicuous distribution used for modeling diameter distributions due to its ability to represent common shapes in diameter distribution data [1, 9, 10, 21, 23, 28] . ForestFit offers several methods for estimating the parameters of two-and threeparameter Weibull distributions, which are listed in Table 1 along with relevant sources for further details regarding each estimation method.
Bayesian analysis
Computational improvements over the last 30 years have led to the increase in popularity of Bayesian techniques for estimating model parameters for diameter distributions [12] . In ForestFit we provide functionality for estimating the parameters of the three-parameter Weibull and four-parameter JSB distributions using the Bayesian paradigm. The JSB distribution is becoming increasingly popular for modeling diameter distributions in forestry [7, 8, 41] and is commonly applied in other fields, e.g., hydrology [5] and climatology [20] .
With the exception of the location parameter, ForestFit uses the same algorithm as [12] for estimating the shape and weighted ML [3] scale parameters of the three-parameter Weibull distribution.
Modeling diameter distributions using grouped data
Data collection protocols in forestry often lead to diameter observations that are recorded in groups or classes rather than as individual tree measurements. More specifically, suppose a data set has been classified into separate groups with lower bounds 0 , 1 , … , where 0 = min 1 , … , and = max 1 , … , , with being the individual diameter for tree out of a total trees in the sample. We define , for = 1, … , , as the frequency or number of trees in the -th group. A schematic of grouped data is provided in Table 2 . Table 2 A schematic of grouped data.
Class number
Class Frequency
ForestFit provides estimation of diameter distribution parameters for the three-parameter Birnbaum-Saunders (BS) distribution, the three-parameter generalized exponential (GE) distribution, and the three-parameter Weibull distribution using grouped data through the use of the vectors = ( 0 , 1 , … , )
Modeling diameter distributions using finite mixture models
Certain forest stands (e.g., uneven aged or disturbed stands) exhibit multimodal diameter distributions that are not adequately represented by a single probability distribution. In such settings, forest biometricians and statisticians often use finite mixture distributions to characterize complex and multimodal diameter distributions [39, 18, 37, 40, 19] . The probability density function (pdf) of a K-component mixture model has the form
where
′ is the parameter vector of the -th component with pdf (⋅| ) and
′ is the vector of weight parameters. The weight parameters s are non-negative and sum to one, i.e., ∑ K =1 = 1. ForestFit enables (⋅| ) to take the following forms for individual (i.e., ungrouped) data: Burr XII, Chen, Fisher, Fréchet, gamma, Gompertz, log-logistic, lognormal, Lomax, skew-normal, and two-parameter Weibull (pdfs are given in Appendix A). For grouped data, the finite mixture distribution can be composed of gamma, lognormal, skew-normal, and two-parameter Weibull distributions.
Finite mixture distributions are increasing in popularity in all areas of environmental and ecological statistics, see, e.g., [13] . To facilitate testing and simulation using the common mixture models implemented in ForestFit, the package includes functions to compute the probability density function, cumulative density function, quantile function, and simulate random variables from the finite mixture models composed of the aforementioned probability distributions. Further, ForestFit provides specific functions to compute the probability density function, cumulative density function, quantile function, and simulate random variables from the gamma shape mixture model that has received increased attention in forestry for characterizing diameter distributions [33] .
Estimating the parameters of height-diameter models
In addition to modeling diameter distributions, characterizing the height-diameter relationship is a common task in forestry [31] . A variety of mathematical relationships have been proposed to model this relationship, the most common of which are implemented in ForestFit and listed with associated references in Table 3 .
Illustrations
Here we illustrate key features available in ForestFit. All models and estimation methods assume the data points (e.g., diameter of an individual tree) are independent and identically distributed. For illustration, we use a set of 0.08 Table 3 Common mathematical relationships used to depict the height-diameter relationship in a forest stand.
is the height of a tree, is the diameter of the tree, and ha plots comprising mixed ponderosa pine and western Juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) located in the Malheur National Forest on the southern end of the Blue Mountains near Burns, Oregon, USA [17] . These data are freely available (https://www.fs.usda.gov/rds/archive/catalog/RDS-2017-0041) under the condition that users cite the reference [17] . Further, we include these data in ForestFit so the data can easily be obtained using the command data(DBH). For illustrative purposes, we only use the diameter and height measurements at 1.3 m height of all live trees in plots 72, 57, 55, and 51, and refer to these values as d72, d57, d55, and d51, respectively. The heights of trees in plot 55 are referred to as h55. Below we provide the commands for loading the DBH data set and obtaining the data from plot 55.
Estimating parameters of the Weibull distribution
The function fitWeibull estimates parameters of the twoand three-parameter Weibull distribution and takes the form fitWeibull(data, location, method, starts)
where data is a vector of data observations, location indicates whether to use a three-parameter Weibull distribution (TRUE) or a two-parameter Weibull distribution (FALSE), method denotes the estimation method to use, and starts is a vector of starting values for the parameters to be estimated. Available estimation methods and their code in ForestFit are shown in Table 4 . Maximum product spacing
The code below calls fitWeibull to fit the three parameter Weibull distribution using maximum product spacing (mps) to the plot 72 data, with the function output printed below. The first element of the output list, estimate, contains the point estimates for the model parameters. The second element of the list, measures, contains a series of goodness-offit measures including Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Consistent Akaike Information Criterion (CAIC), Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), Hannan-Quinn information criterion (HQIC), Anderson-Darling (AD), Cramér-von Misses (CVM), Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS), and log-likelihood (log.likelihood).
These measures allow for comparison between different models and estimation techniques to determine the best fitting model according to the desired criteria.
Bayesian analysis
Bayesian inference for diameter distributions modeled using the JSB and Weibull distributions is provided via the fitbayesJSB and fitbayesWeibull functions, respectively. The fitbayesJSB function has the form fitbayesJSB(data, n.burn = 8000, n.simul = 10000)
where data is a vector of observations, n.burn is an integer representing the number of burn-in iterations (i.e., the number of iterations the Gibbs sampler takes to reach convergence), and n.simul is the total number of Gibbs sampler iterations. By default, fitbayesJSB uses 10,000 total iterations and 8,000 burn-in iterations. fitbayesWeibull has the same arguments. Below we call both functions using the diameters of all live trees in plot 72.
fitbayesJSB(d72, n.burn=8000, n.simul=10000) We see that for plot 72, all goodness-of-fit measures indicate the JSB model is a better fit for the data (Figure 1 ).
Modeling diameter distributions using grouped data
Suppose diameter observations are given in m separate groups as shown in Table 2 . ForestFit provides the function fitgrouped for estimating the parameters of the threeparameter BS and Weibull distributions using grouped data. This function takes the form where r is a length + 1 vector of group boundaries as shown in Table 2 , with the first element of r being the lower bound of the first group and all other m values representing the upper bound of the m groups. f is a vector of length of the group frequencies. family represents the distribution used in the model, taking values 'weibull' or 'birnbaum-saunders'. method1 is a string denoting the method of estimation. Here we enable three methods of estimation: approximated maximum likelihood ('aml'), EM algorithm ('em'), and maximum likelihood ('ml'). starts is a numeric vector containing the starting values for the shape, scale, and location parameters, respectively. Lastly, method2 indicates the optimization method of the log-likelihood, taking values 'BFGS', 'CG', 'L-BFGS-B', 'Nelder-Mean', and 'SANN'. If using the EM algorithm, the stats and method2 arguments do not need to be specified. Below we manually group the diameter observations from plot 57 into six groups, and use the function fitgrouped on this grouped data set. Figure 2 displays the estimated BS pdf to plot 57's diameter distribution data.
Modeling diameter distributions of grouped data using finite mixture models
The fitmixturegrouped function provides an interface for fitting a wide-range of finite mixture distributions to grouped data and takes the form where r and f are vectors of the class boundaries and frequencies as previously described in Section 3.3. K is a single numeric value denoting the number of component pdfs to include in the finite mixture model. All parameters in finite mixture models are estimated using the EM algorithm. The family argument is a character string denoting the distribution used in the mixture model. Currently available distributions are the gamma ('gamma'), log-normal ('log-normal'), skew-normal ('skew-normal'), and Weibull ('weibull') families. The initial argument denotes whether or not the user wants to specify starting values for the EM algorithm. By default the argument is set to FALSE and thus the user does not need to specify a value for the starts argument. If initial=TRUE, the user must specify a sequence of initial values taking the form starts = ( , , ), where the three vectors are of length K with elements being the weight of the -th component, and and are the associated parameters of the -th component. If family = 'skew-normal', the user must specify starting values for the weights and three parameters for each component distribution (see Appendix A). In the code that follows, we illustrate the fitmixturegrouped function by fitting a two-component skew-normal mixture model to plot 51's grouped data.
m <-8; K <-2 r <-seq(min(d51),max(d51),length=m+1) D <-data.frame (table( cut(d51,r) Similar to previous functions using models with a single pdf, the output is a list where the first element (i.e., estimate) contains the estimated parameters of the first and second components of the model, and the second element (i.e., measures) contains the goodness-of-fit measures. Figure 3 displays the estimated two-component skew-normal pdf.
Modeling diameter distributions using finite mixture models fitted to ungrouped data
As a companion to the grouped data fitmixturegrouped function described in Section 3.4, the fitmixture function fits finite mixture models to individual diameter distribution data, and takes the form fitmixture(data, family, K, initial = FALSE, starts)
where data is a vector of individual diameter measurements and family denotes the family of probability distributions to use. Available families of pdfs are the BS ('birnbaum-saunders'), Burr XI ('burrxii'), Chen ('chen'), Fisher ('f'), Fréchet ('Frechet'), gamma ('gamma'), generalized exponential ('ge'), Gompertz ('gompertz'), log-normal ('log-normal'), log-logistic ('log-logistic'), Lomax ('lomax'), skew-normal ('skew-normal'), and Weibull ('weibull') families. The remaining arguments are analogous to those used in the fitmixturegrouped function. Below, the fitmixture function is called to fit a two-component log-normal mixture model to plot 51's diameter data. Interpretation of the first and second components of the output list is analagous to the interpretation provided in Section 3.4. The third list element (cluster) specifies the com- Figure 4 displays the fitted two-component log-normal pdf to the diameter distribution data of plot 51.
Distribution functions for finite mixture models
Analogous with R's standard functions for working with common probability distributions, we provide commands for computing the density, distribution function, quantile function, and random generation from the finite mixture models used in ForestFit. The functions take the following forms dmixture(x, family, K, param) pmixture(x, family, K, param) qmixture(p, family, K, param) rmixture(n, family, K, param) where x is a vector of observations, n is the number of realizations to be simulated from the mixture model, p is a numeric value that satisfies 0 < < 1, family is one of the families introduced in Section 2.4, K is the number of components, and param is the mixture model parameter vector that takes the same form as the starts argument of the fitmixturegrouped function described previously in Section 3.4. As an illustration, the code below generates 500 realizations from a three-component BS mixture model and displays the resulting distribution in Figure 5 : 
The gamma shape mixture (GSM) model
The gamma shape mixture model (GSM) introduced by [33] has received considerable attention in forestry for characterizing diameter distributions. Because of its popularity, we have implemented specific functions in ForestFit for estimating the parameters of the GSM distribution, computing the density function, computing the distribution function, and generating realizations for the GSM distribution. The function calls for the aforementioned tasks are fitgsm(data, K) dgsm(data, omega, beta, log = FALSE) pgsm(data, omega, beta, log.p = FALSE, lower.tail = TRUE) rgsm(n, omega, beta)
where data is a vector of observations, n is the number of realizations simulated from the GSM model, K is the number of components, omega is a vector of mixing parameters, beta is the rate parameter, log indicates whether to compute the density function (log = FALSE) or the log-density function (log = TRUE), log.p indicates whether to compute the the distribution function (log.p = FALSE) or the log-transformed distribution function (log.p = TRUE), and lower.tail indicates The output list of the fitgsm function consists of three parts: 
Modeling height-diameter relationships
The general function for fitting a growth curve to paired observations of height and diameter is where h and d are vectors of height and diameter observations, respectively. The model argument denotes the model to fit with options: Chapman-Richards ('chapman-richards'), Gompertz ('gompertz'), Hossfeld IV ('hossfeldiv'), Korf ('korf'), logistic ('logistic'), Prodan ('prodan') , Ratkowsky ('ratkowsky'), Sibbesen ('Sibbesen'), and Weibull ('weibull'). Here we fit a Weibull growth curve to the height-diameter relationship of plot 55. 
Future development
We are currently working on software functionality that includes: 1) a broader set of goodness-of-fit measures for the Bayesian models; 2) a function that automates "optimal" model/method selection that searches among all methods in Table 4 with selection based on a set of user identified goodness-of-fit measures; 3) expanded set of mixture models, e.g., [33] ; 4) addition of random effects that accommodate grouped distribution and height-diameter data, e.g., stands, species, functional types, etc.
Conclusion
A common task in forestry is modeling the diameter distribution of trees in a given forest stand. In this work, we have developed and introduced an R package called ForestFit that provides numerous models and estimation techniques for modeling diameter distributions from both individual tree data and grouped data, as well as providing additional functionality for simulating finite mixture distributions and fitting growth curves to height-diameter data. While this package was developed in the context of forestry, the models we fit and simulate have numerous applications throughout other ecological and environmental fields, such as botany, fisheries, and hydrology. For example, the JSB distribution is used in hydrology to model rain drop size distribution [5] and finite mixture distributions are broadly applied in environmental and ecological statistics (for numerous examples, see [13] ), suggesting ForestFit can have wide use across ecological and environmental fields. ForestFit is freely available on CRAN at https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ ForestFit/index.html. where is the family parameter vector; (⋅) and Φ(⋅) denote the density function and distribution function of the standard normal distribution, respectively. Noticably, the threeparameter BS, gamma, GE, and Weibull distributions simplify to the two-parameter BS, gamma, GE, and Weibull distributions, respectively, when = 0.
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